my journey
through
books

by Suzon Fuks

2015–17, I co-directed with Jill Greenhalgh the installation
performance ‘The Book of Space’. It triggered my interest
in making and using books in performance,to get myself
and the public away from screens and re/connect with
objects and touch. It resulted in projections using spiral
writing, books flying, walls of books, books burning,
and magnifying miniature books.
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book
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These miniature books, that I made, were actually used in the performance
space, like construction blocks to build a city, a ship...

In 2016, I started visiting and communicating with people seeking asylum and refugees
in detention centres. Listening to their journeys, I needed a process of alleviating
my anger and sadness. I started writing in spirals a sort of daily mantra practice,
writing white on black, piercing the darkness with a bit of light with single words,
short phrases, personal notes, entire stories, graphic symbols about connections,
ties and links.

121 pages, 29 x 29 cm each, four branches attached to a base. Each expandable branch comprises 30 pages

spiral
writing

The refuge book sparked

from a masterclass in 2017 with Dr Helen
Douglas invited by Siganto Foundation at State Library of Queensland, where I found
a personal technique combining concertina and origami to get a three-dimensional
and expandable book. One side is public, black and white with words representing a
mosaic of stories. The other side is intimate, using flesh colour relating to our bodies,
with photographs of shells which, like tree trunks, have rings showing growth and
passing of time. The thread, stitched across the pages, joins and weaves the stories
together. The book consists of four branches, like a compass. It unfolds as we read it,
shaping it/exhibiting it with infinite possibilities, like crossing the world, the oceans.

I finished the ‘Refuge’ sculpture book in
Germany, thinking about the concept of
‘Overflow’ and my interest in working with
refugees during the previous 2 years. I
imagined using these sculpture books as
a metaphor of the overflow of information
that can submerge ourselves. This led me
to conceive the project #wecandobetter.

#wecandobetter first development outcomes:
- September 2017: premiere at Palmenhaus (Germany) as part
of the OVERFLOW experiment, whilst artist in residence at
Villa Waldberta, City of Munich
- November 2017: Magdalena Segunda Generación Festival in
Buenos Aires & Pinamar (Argentina) with 10 performers
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Amid #wecandobetter first development,
I realised book-making is a fantastic medium for
sparkling creative writing, talking about issues,
and bringing people together.

expanded writing

So, I’ve developed and tailored workshops for
artists working with vulnerable people and for
vulnerable people, in varied communities. I gave
the first workshop in Denmark to women refugees,
as part of Odin Teatret community engagement.

In 2018, I worked on the
video-scenography of two
performances
‘What I Did Not Say’ and
‘Babel Tower’ mapping text
onto specific props, bodies
and on each theatre seat,
like building blocks.

The two next workshops in Argentina tackled local
issues of women-trafficking, the disappearing of
people and politically-exploited catastrophes. We
included these issues within 2 performances, one
presented in Buenos Aires, the other in Pinamar,
reworked in Spanish, with the collaboration of
guest artists and workshop participants.

first development - various iterations
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‘Tower of Babel’ by Nasim Khosravi, Baran Theatre, MetroArts, Brisbane
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